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Abstract Cable distribution plays a vital role in Cable
Driven Parallel Manipulators (CDPMs) regarding tension
and workspace quality, especially in fully restrained
CDPMs. This paper focuses on three typical
configurations of fully restrained CDPMs with 7 cables in
order to introduce an approach for configuration
synthesis. Firstly, the kinematic models of three types of
CDPMs with 7 cables are set up. Then, in order to
evaluate workspace quality, two new indices are
proposed by using tensions along each cable, which are
the All Cable Tension Distribution Index (ACTDI) and
Global Tension Distribution Index (GTDI). Next, the three
types of CDPMs with 7 cables are analysed with the two
indices. At the end, according to different performance
requirements, the configurations of cable distribution are
discussed and selected.
Keywords Cable driven parallel manipulator, Configuration
synthesis, Workspace quality, Tension distribution

1. Introduction
Cable Driven Parallel Manipulators (CDPMs) are a set of
parallel manipulators driven/suspended by several
www.intechopen.com

cables/wires. Compared with parallel manipulators
joined by rigid linkages, CDPMs reveal some promising
practical advantages, such as larger workspace, lower
inertia and higher payload ratio. Thus, aspects of CDPMs
have been widely researched in the last twenty years
including workspace[1,2,3], tension optimization [4,5],
singularity[6,7]and control[8,9].
Some conclusions drawn are that the cables/wires can
only be suspended because the flexibility of cables/wires
makes themselves endure tension rather than pressure.
Due to these features, many researchers have confirmed
that m cables control m‐1 DOFs (Fully Restrained CDPMs
/ Completely Restrained CDPMs) or less than m‐1 DOFs
(Redundant Restrained CDPMs)[2,6,7,8]. From the point
of simplification, completely restrained CDPMs realize
the manipulation of a moving platform with the least
cables. Therefore, we need to solve the fundamental
problem of the evaluation of the completely restrained
CDPMs in different configurations. As for completely
restrained CDPMs, they are divided into two classes:
namely planar CDPMs and spatial CDPMs, illustrated in
Fig. 1. In addition, the planar CDPM driven by 4 cables
can obtain 3 DOFs (2 translation DOFs and 1 rotation
DOF), this has been extensively investigated in
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[5,7,10,11,12], and the spatial CDPM driven by 7 cables
can control 6 DOFs instead [3]. By further research, the
spatial CDPMs are respectively more sophisticated than
the planar CDPMs because the schemes for distributing
the cables in 3D space are larger in number. Disregarding
of gravity, the distribution of cables can be summarized
as 8 types. However, the 2 types with all the cables on one
side cannot meet the force‐close condition, and the other
6 types will only have 3 type workspaces for the
workspace upside down with the same number.
Generally, the joins on fixed platforms are uniformly
distributed, while those on moving platform are attached
altogether avoiding cable collision [3, 9,13,14]. Hence, the
main distribution configurations of completely restrained
CDPMs with 6 DOFs are listed in Table 1.
Generally, the essential problem of how to define the
boundary of the workspace should be solved first.
Moreover, the workspace determination can be
subdivided into two categories, namely the workspace
with a fixed orientation and the workspace with a fixed
position. After obtaining the workspace, the second
problem, of tension distribution should be considered in
workspaces as a whole. Furthermore, spatial CDPMs in
different configurations have their own features. In light
of this, the evaluation of spatial CDPMs aims to compare
and select the better kinds of configuration in constrained
conditions.

Configuration

Description

1‐6

Higher Cables:1
Lower Cables:6

2‐5

Higher Cables:2
Lower Cables:5

3‐4

Higher Cables:3
Lower Cables:4

Table 1. Distribution Schemes

(a) A planar CDPM

Based on current research on CDPMs workspace, the first
problem mentioned above is the same as how to meet
force‐close condition with positive tensions. C. B. Pham
analyses the planar CDPMs workspace with the null
space method[1] and proposes a recursive dimension
reduction algorithm with Gaussian elimination to study
Redundant Restrained CDPMs workspace later[15]. X.
Diao presents a method of verifying force‐closure
conditions for CDPMs[3]. D. Lau states a hybrid
analytical‐numerical approach to calculate the workspace
in detail[16]. These approaches have been proved to be
valid to map the workspace. Particularly, Darwin Lau
compares the running time when solving the workspace
determination problem. As for the second problem, C. B.
Pham defines two indices by using the maximum and the
minimum tensions to measure the workspace quality but
ignores other tensions. In this paper, we deal with the
evaluation of workspace quality of the spatially
completely restrained CDPMs in different configurations
with 7 cables using three indices.

(b) A spatial CDPM

This paper is organized as follows: The modelling
principles of fully restrained CDPMs with 7 cables are
presented in Section 2, where three typical configurations
are put forward. Based on force‐close conditions, tensions
along with cables are analyzed in Section 3, which is
followed by introducing a method to obtain the

Figure 1. Completely Restrained CDPMs
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workspace of CDPMs in Section 4. Then, three indices are
addressed so as to evaluate the workspace quality in
Section 5. Next, the workspace quality is discussed by
ACTDI and GDTI in Section 6. Finally, the paper is
summarized in Section 7.
2. Modelling principle
As listed in Table1, three kinds of completely restrained
CDPMs are discussed in this paper. In total, there are three
circular platforms in each type, namely the higher fixed
platform, the lower fixed platform and the middle moving
platform. The radii of these two fixed platforms are defined
(a) Type 1‐6

as RH and RL , the distance between these fixed platforms
is h, and the radius of the middle moving platform is RM
as show in Table2. The higher cables connecting the higher
fixed platform and the middle moving platform are
attached together at the centre of the moving platform. The
cables joining the higher fixed platform are distributed
equally except for only one cable, which is bonded with the
centre of the higher fixed platform. And the cables
connecting the middle moving platform and the lower
fixed platform are attached to three distributed linking
joins on the middle moving platform, while the joints on
the lower fixed platform are symmetrical. Additionally, the
joints on the higher and lower fixed platforms are also
axisymmetric. Therefore, three models are selected as the
representatives of these configurations in Fig.2, and the
position vectors are added in the Appendix.
Parameters

Value/mm

RH

500

RL

500

RM

150

h

1000

(b) Type 2‐5

Table 2. Modelling Parameters

3. Tension conditions
A typical completely restrained cable‐driven parallel
manipulator consists of two fixed platforms and a moving
platform with several cables as in Table 1. The tensions in
each cable should satisfy the force‐close conditions, which
are also known as the tension conditions.
3.1 Kinematical modelling
The kinematical models of fully restrained CDPMs with 7
cables are showed in Fig.2. The values of these modelling
parameters are listed in Table 2. The global frame {G} Fo‐
XYZ is located at the centre of the lower fixed platform,
while the local frame {P} Fe‐XYZ is attached to the
geometric centre of the moving platform.
www.intechopen.com

(c) Type 3‐4
Figure 2. Kinematical models of CDPMs

3.2 Force and torque equilibriums
Given an arbitrary external wrench ( o f , o m ) on the
moving platform, tension in the m cable can control m‐1
DOFs CDPM, which must satisfy the force and torque
equilibrium below:
m

ti  o f  0

i 1
m


i 1

e

bi  ti  om  0

(1)

where ti (i  1, 2, , m) is the tension vector of i cable.
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4. Workspace solving approach

(ACTDI) is defined with the variance of all tensions as
following:

It is clear that the position and orientation is in the
workspace if the tensions of cables meet Eq. (1) with
positive values. However, Eq. (1) is hard to solve thus
defining the workspace of CDPMs is always difficult.
Next, we propose a new approach to solve this problem
by combing the force‐close condition with the tension
limitations.
Based on the definition of the completely restrained
CDPMs, m DOFs of the moving platform need m+1 cables
for control. Hence, Eq. (1) can be presented in a simple
form: Eq. (2) regardless of the external wrench.
 a11
a1m   t1 




      0
 
a
 
 ( m1)1  a( m1) m  tm 

(3)

(4)

Combining Eq. (3) with Eq. (4), the workspace and the
tensions in arbitrary positions and orientations can be
obtained.
5. Quality workspace indices
At first, the usual index to evaluate the workspace quality
is to compare the volume of position workspaces.
In order to measure the workspace quality further,
Tension Factor (TF) and Global Tension Index (GTI) are
proposed by C. B. Pham[17]. TF reflects the tension
distribution by the putting minimum tension over the
maximum tension. To study the distribution of all cable
tensions clearly and analyse the effect of tension
distribution, the All Cable Tension Distribution Index
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(5)

Similar to the GTI defined by C. B. Pham, the Global
Tension Distribution Index (GTDI) is presented to
evaluate the whole workspace quality.

GTDI 

 i (ACTDI<=1)
1

n2



(6)

j

1

From the point of engineering, the tension range is
limited to prevent the looseness of cables and avoid cable
breakage as Eq. (4).

4

(i  1, 2,  , m )

where t is the average value of tensions. If ACTDI is
smaller, the tensions are closer to each other so that the
workspace quality is considered better.

(2)

Then, Eq. (3) unveils the available result that tensions can
be calculated only if the matrix is not singular by giving
one cable tension. Furthermore, the position and
orientation is part of the workspace if all cable tensions
are positive.

0  tmin  ti  tmax (i  1, 2, , m)

m

(ti  t )2 / (m  1)

i 1

n1

By moving the m column of the first matrix to the right
side of the equation, Eq. (2) is deduced as:

a1( m 1)   t1 

 a11
 a1m 





t






 


m

a
a

 a( m1)( m1)  t( m1) 
 ( m 1) m 
 ( m 1)1


ACTDI 

where n1 is the total number of the poses with ACTDI
equal to or less than 1, and n2 is the total number of the
poses over the workspace.
6. Workspace quality analysis
In this section, we will make use of ACTDI and GTDI to
measure the quality of the workspace with Completely
Restrained CDPMs by 7 cables in different configurations.
Given the minimum tension tmin=1(N) and the maximum
allowed tension tmax=20(N), the position workspace with
tension limitation is obtained based on the approach
mentioned above in Fig. 3, and the orientation workspace
with tension limitation is shown in Fig. 4.
As shown in Fig.3, all these position workspaces are
axisymmetric about the y axis in correspondence with the
joint distribution. Specifically, the type 1‐6 model position
workspace has a broad workspace at z=0mm, but shrinks
quickly to one point at z=1000mm. However, the type 3‐4
model position workspace maintains the similar shape as
type 1‐6 model except for when upside down. As for the
type 2‐5 model, the largest area of the workspace along
the z axis is in the middle. The volume of position
workspaces about these configurations is listed in Table 3.
The type 3‐4 model retains the largest volume of position
workspace, whereas the type 1‐6 model has the smallest
volume.
Type

Volume/m3

1‐6

0.0131

2‐5
3‐4

0.0257
0.0820

Table 3. Volume of Position Workspace

www.intechopen.com

(a) Type 1‐6

(a) Type 1‐6

(b) Type 2‐5
(b) Type 2‐5

(c) Type 3‐4
Figure 4. Orientation Workspace with x  0 (mm), y  0 (mm),
(c) Type 3‐4
Figure 3. Position Workspace with   0  ,   0  ,   0 

In Fig.4, the orientation workspaces with the position
(x=0mm, y=0mm, z=500mm) are dissimilar from each
other where the type 3‐4 model has a broader range of
rotational angles than the type 1‐6 and 2‐5 models.
By using ACTDI, the tension distribution is evaluated by
sections along x, y and z axes across the position
workspace as well as along  ,  ,  axes across the
orientation workspace. Due to the definition of ACTDI,
the tension distribution is more uniform if the index
maintains a smaller value. For example, ACTDI in
sections of the type 1‐6 model is calculated and shown in
Fig. 5.

www.intechopen.com

z  500 (mm)

As illustrated in Fig. 4, ACTDI in orientation workspaces
are discontinuous because of avoiding cable interference.
Comparing orientation workspace in Fig. 4, type 2‐5 and
3‐4 models are better if the key point is to have a large
orientation. Thus, the type 2‐5 and 3‐4 models can be
optimized with the joint distribution such that the
orientation workspace can expand greatly.
As shown in Fig. 5, the value of ACTDI across both
position workspace and orientation workspace increases
from the inside to the outside, which denotes that
positions around the origin of the lower fixed platform
have even tension distributions but the points far away
from the origin are more unreasonable in tension
distribution. Similarly, ACTDI in the other two type
models are depicted in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
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(a) YZ Section

(e)

 Section

(b) XZ Section
(f)  Section
Figure 5. Sections of Type 1‐6 Model with ACTDI

By the representation of ACTDI over sections in position
workspace, the value is lower near the lower fixed
platform than in other positions. Furthermore, the heights
with the lowest values of ACTDI are different from each
other among the three type models. In the view of ACTDI
in sections, the type 3‐4 model maintains a better position
workspace because ACTDI changes less than other type
models.

(c) XY Section

(d)   Section

6
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From the analysis above, ACTDI across various sections
of different models is depicted to evaluate the quality of
these sections in detail. However, the quality of the whole
workspace is more significant to measure and GTDI
makes it feasible to evaluate the quality. Based on ACTDI
of both position workspace and orientation workspace,
GTDI is defined as the positions/orientations with ACTDI
equal to/smaller than 1 over the total positions
/orientations in the workspace. Moreover, a larger GTDI
of a workspace means the tension distribution over the
workspace is more uniform than others. Thus, the type 1‐
6 model maintains a better tension distribution over
position workspace by comparing GTDI listed in Table 4
of these models, whereas the type 3‐4 model is better in
tension distribution over orientation workspace from
Table 5.

www.intechopen.com

Type

GTDI

1‐6

0.1895

2‐5
3‐4

0.0698
0.1156

Table 4. GTDI of Position Workspace

Type

GTDI

1‐6

0

2‐5
3‐4

0.0115
0.3536

Table 5. GTDI of Orientation Workspace

According to these indices mentioned above, the volume
of position workspace reflects that the type 3‐4 model
obtains a larger position workspace than other two type
models. As for ACTDI across sections, ACTDI over the
type 3‐4 model changes less significantly so that most of
the area over the sections maintains a uniform tension
distribution. Finally, GTDI integrates ACTDI over the
whole workspace to measure the quality of the
workspace. In these three type configurations of
completely restrained CDPMs, the results of GTDI denote
that the position workspace of the type 1‐6 model and the
orientation workspace of type 3‐4 model are related to
more even tensions along all the cables.

(a) YZ Section

(b) XZ Section

(c) XY Section

(d)   Section

(e)

 Section

(f)  Section
Figure 6. Sections of Type 2‐5 Model with ACTDI
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(a) YZ Section

(d)   Section

(e)

 Section

(b) XZ Section

(c) XY Section

8
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(f)  Section
Figure 7. Sections of Type 3‐4 Model with ACTDI
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7. Conclusion
In this paper, the main problem we aim to solve is the
evaluation of both the position workspace and the
orientation workspace in different configurations of fully
restrained CDPMs suspended by 7 cables. Due to the
features of cables, the workspace of CDPMs is defined by
the tensions along all the cables which satisfy the force‐
condition with a positive value. From the analysis of
configurations of fully restrained CDPMs with 7 cables
regardless of gravity, 8 types of cables distribution are
found based on the modelling principles. However, the
two types with all the cables connected to the moving
platform fixed the platform on one side are invalid
because they fail to meet the force condition. Considering
the symmetry, only three type models are presented for
research. In order to evaluate the workspace quality, two
new evaluation indices, namely ACTDI and GTDI, are
defined with tensions in each cable. By using the
approach above, the workspace is found with respect to
position and orientation and the corresponding tensions.
To this extent, ACTDI over various sections reflects
tension distribution. Besides, GTDI has proved that the
type 3‐4 model maintains a more uniform tension
distribution over orientation workspace as well as the
type 1‐6 model over position workspace. In addition, a
much larger position workspace is obtained with the type
3‐4 model than with the others.
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Appendix
Dimensions of the Type 1‐6 model (unit: mm)
Position
y
x
z
vector

Position
vector

x

y

z

0

a1

0

0

1000

e

0

0

a2

b1

0

0

500

0

0

e

b2

0

0

0

0

a3

250

433

0

e

b3

130

75

0

0

a4

0

e

b4

130

75

0

0

a5

0

e

b5

‐130

75

0

e

b6

0

‐150

0

e

b7

0

‐150

0

‐250
‐500

433
0

0

a6

‐250

‐433

0

0

a7

250

‐433

0

Position
vector

x

y

z

e

b1

0

0

0

b2

130

75

0

e

b3

130

75

e

b4

‐130

b5

e
e

e

e

0

a1

250

‐433

1000

0

0

a2

250

433

1000

0

75

0

a3

‐500

0

1000

0

‐130

75

0

a4

353.6

353.6

0

0

b6

0

‐150

0

a5

‐353.6

353.6

0

0

b7

0

‐150

0

a6

‐353.6

‐353.6

0

0

a7

353.6

‐353.6

0

Position
vector

x

Dimensions of the Type 2‐5 model (unit: mm)
Position
y
x
z
vector
0

0
0
0

Dimensions of the Type 3‐4 model (unit: mm)
Position
y
x
z
vector

a1

0

a2

0

a3
a4

0

a5

0

a6

0

a7

500
154.5
‐404.5
‐404.5
154.5

‐500
500
0
475.5
293.9
‐293.9
‐475.5
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y

z

e

b1

0

0

0

e

b2

0

0

0

e

b3

0

0

0

e

b4

130

75

0

0

e

b5

‐130

75

0

0

e

b6

0

‐150

0

0

e

b7

0

‐150

0

1000
1000
0
0
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